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Abstract
The article explains the mystery of turning hard water into soft by just magnetizing it, the ability of magnetized water to melt

kidney, gall bladder and etc. stones and other benefits of magnetization. If magnetization has such strong influence on water and our
body is mostly water, every external magnetic or electromagnetic field (like the electromagnetic field of the 5G fast internet technologies) is expected to have impact on our body and its health. All living beings (humans, animals and plants) have a second nonlinear
electromagnetic field (NEMF) intertwined to the NEMF of the material body. It is seen as aura and since it is emotional, it is called

Spirit. The Spirit is our protective screen - all viruses and other harmful influences can reach the material body only if the Spirit is
not strong enough to stop them. And the Spirit is strong (we are in high Spirit), when we experience positive emotions. So positive

emotions (like Loving, Forgiving and Helping Others, as Jesus was teaching) uplift our Spirit, make it stronger and this increases the

strength of our protective screen against viruses and any mutated viruses that will come. It seems that we are under the gun of the
Pandemic - either to become Spiritual (Loving, Forgiving and Helping Others) or to die.
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My research on magnetized water
What happens when hard water is magnetized? I studied magnetized water for number of years. Our experiments showed that after

magnetization the hard water is not hard anymore: the soap makes a lot of foam in it and it does not form build-up scale in kettles, boilers and etc. Once we found this, we decided to check how magnetized water would influence kidney stones and calcium deposit in lungs

and we found that drinking magnetized water was melting them. We also found that people drinking magnetized water on a regular basis
do not have calcium deposits in lung, kidneys, etc [1]. We were curious and wanted to know what magnetization was doing to the water.

We studied the structure of magnetized hard water under microscope and here is what we found and the explanation of it. The hard

water contains CaCO3 dissolved into Ca++ and CO3-- ions. Applied magnetic field makes the ions spin in close trajectories called ring currents in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. This influences the crystallization of the CaCO3. Instead of forming a

build-up scale, the induced by the magnetic field ring currents make the CaCO3 to crystalize into small powder-like crystals, which under
the microscope have the shape of flying saucers [1]. Thus, magnetized water does not form build-up scale on the walls of kettles, boilers
and etc. because the CaCO3 crystalizes as tiny crystals.

However, the calcium is still in the water and drinking magnetized water with powdered calcium allows the body to assimilate some of

the calcium, which prevents heart attacks. We also found that drinking magnetized water prevents the formation of stones in kidneys, gall
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bladders and bladders and can melt existing stones by pealing them layer-by-layer and turning them into powder [1]. Also, not only does
magnetizing water makes the hard water soft and the soap makes good foam in magnetized hard water, there is no need to scrub soap
scum because the magnetized water makes the scum crystalize as a fine powder, which is easily wiped out.

Another benefit of water magnetization is - magnetized water does not smell of chlorine. What happened to the chlorine? The chlorine

is still there and if we cannot smell it, it is because the ring currents induced by the magnetic field must have caught it. However, to be
caught by ring currents, the chlorine must be electrically charged Cl2-, as it is in some solids and probably is. Research in Germany in the

1970s showed that chlorinated water causes cancer and the Germans shifted to ozonation of their water. The same-time research in Oak
Ridge National Lab in the USA found the same - chlorinated water cases cancer, but the US continues to chlorinate its water regardless that
the US has the highest rate of cancer in the world [1].
The skepticism of physicist to magnetized water

Why do most of the physicists refuse to study magnetized water and acknowledge its benefits? It is because the world-famous Russian

physicist Landau “proved” that magnetized water could not exist. Because of his authority, physicists did not dare to touch the subject for
many years. However, biologist (for whom the authority of Landau means less) found that magnetized water stimulates the plant growth
and the collected plant mass increases by 20%. Landau was a genius, but being theoretician his idea of water was pure water and pure
water is a theoretical illusion.

Pure water does not and cannot exists because the water molecules are so polar that they attract everything they come in contact with

and incorporate it in the water structure. Had pure water existed it wouldn’t be influenced by magnetic fields as Landau said. So, Landau

was right, but the problem he solved does not have practical application - there is no pure water. Biologist also found that magnetized
water makes the assimilation of food more effective. The people and animals drinking magnetized water need to reduce their food intake
by 25%, if they don’t want to gain weight [1].
Magnetized juices and wines

Research done in Canada and Korea showed that magnetized fruit juices taste better and keep fresher much longer because the magne-

tization slow down the spoiling fermentation processes. Research done in Bulgaria showed that magnetized wines taste much better and
keep their freshness longer because the process of further fermentation is slowed down. If the healing power of magnetized water seams
mysterious and so does its stimulating effect on plants’ growth, it is because our science has not yet embraced the fact that everything

material is a material body and nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) [2], which automatically explains why the particles are waves at
the same time. The presence of NEMF in everything material makes the effect of external magnetic fields on materials substantial.
Why is the impact of external magnetic and electromagnetic fields substantial?

The effect of external magnetic and electromagnetic fields on living beings is expected to be stronger than on materials because all liv-

ing beings (humans, animals and plants) have a second NEMF intertwined (magnetically attracted) to the NEMF of the material body. We
see this second NEMF as aura. Russian scientists proved that the existence of this second NEMF is absolutely necessary for normal devel-

opment of an embryo. Fertilized frog cells were put in metal insulated and grounded box and held at hatching conditions. The developed
embryos in the box were with defects and didn’t live long. The fertilized eggs out of the box developed into normal tadpoles.

I spent the whole my life as a scientist measuring the aura - first photographing it and then developing and patenting supersensitive

equipment to be able to measure it. I found it to be weak nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) - 1,000 times weaker than the elec-

tromagnetic field created by the nervous system. I also found it to be emotional, which made me think that what we see as aura is our
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emotional Spirit. Recently, I found that the Jewish Cabala said the same - the aura we see is the Spirit. I shouldn’t be surprised because so
many of our scientific “discoveries” are well forgotten ancient wisdom.
The spirit seen as aura is our protecting shield against viruses

The aura penetrates the body and surrounds the body - it turned out that it is our protective shield. A British doctor, who was able to

see the aura of his patients through a glass with deposited cyanide first discovered that the color of his patients’ aura was changing some
time before they would become sick. In the ongoing Pandemic it is important to know that every virus attacks first the aura and only if the
aura (Spirit) cannot block it, it manifest in the physical body.

The aura (or the Spirit) is weak NEMF, but it rules and regulates everything in the body not with its strength, but with the information

it caries. Our aura (or Spirit), being weak informational field, is expected to be influenced by external informational fields, such as 5G fast

internet. All the more that Russian scientists found that viruses manifest themselves in the aura in the mm diapason and the wavelength
of the 5G fast internet is in the mm diapason [3,4]. So, with the 5G fast internet technology we are entering a very dangerous for our health
zone.

Since the protecting shield (the Spirit) is emotional, our virus protection depends on our emotions
Our aura (Spirit) is the protecting shield of our material body from viruses and other invaders. Since our aura is our emotional Spirit,

this makes the protecting shield strongly dependent on our emotions. The Russian scientist Shkatov developed and patented equipment
that allow him to measure the spinning of the aura’s electromagnetic field. Shkatov found that all positive emotions make the aura spin
clockwise. Since my 40 years of measurements showed that the aura is nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) and according to nonlinear physics vortices spin clockwise and suck energy in, obviously positive emotions make the NEMF of our aura to spin clockwise and suck
energy in, which makes our aura brighter and our Spirit (protecting shield) stronger [5].

The energy of the spirit (and our protection against viruses) comes from positive emotions
However, the fact that at positive emotions the NEMF energy of the Spirit increases because NEMF energy was sucked in means that

NEMF energy must be available out there. This made me conclude that ether (I call it Space Matrix) does exist, it is NEMF and everything

material was created from it. I spend 40 years measuring our NEMF seen as aura and I found it to be weak informational field, 1,000 times
weaker then the field created by the biocurrents of our body. This explains why the ether (Space Matrix) was not detected for such a long
time - it is invisible NEMF and it is too weak to be measured. I had to develop and patent a special super-sensitive equipment to measure
it [6].

Weak informational NEMF is the perfect matrix (Space Matrix), from which to create a Universe because being nonlinear field it does

not dissipate and it can imprint information. First a sphere of NEMF (Space Matrix) was created and then on it was imprinted the three-

dimensional holographic image of the Universe to be… and the Universe was created [6]. Not only was the Universe created from the Space
Matrix, this Space Matrix became indelible part of everything created - everything material is material body and NEMF [2]. All living beings (humans, animals and plants) are material body with NEMF and second emotional NEMF called Spirit. When they experience positive
emotions, their Spirits suck NEMF energy from the Space Matrix to become uplifted, which is called being in high Spirit.

Shkatov found that all negative emotions make the aura spin counterclockwise. Since the aura field is nonlinear, nonlinear physics ap-

ply and according to nonlinear physics anti-vortices spin counterclockwise and release energy. This means that negative emotions make
our aura (NEMF) to spin counterclockwise and release NEMF energy to the Space Matrix (NEMF), which makes our aura dimmer. Since we

say that we are in low Spirit when we experience negative emotions, our aura is our Spirit [5]. Thus, when we experience negative emotions, we are in low Spirit or depressed because our emotional Spirits (NEMFs) release NEMF energy to the Space Matrix NEMF.
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This means that Space Matrix (ether) not only exists, its NEMF energy is the food of our emotional Spirit: 1. at positive emotions our

Spirits suck NEMF energy from the Space Matrix NEMF to become uplifted, (which brings perfect health according to my measurements)

[5]. 2. Opposite to this, when we experience negative emotions, our Spirit releases NEMF energy to the Space Matrix NEMF, which makes
our aura dim and make us feel in low Spirit or depressed.

My measurements showed that not only positive emotions uplift our Spirit, just positive thinking does the same because every thought

comes with emotions. I measured the NEMF energy of the Spirit when asking people to think about the happiest moments of their life

and I found that not only was their energy higher - it was better balanced and perfect balance means perfect health. Therefore, positive
thinking (and positive emotions) makes us healthier because positive emotions (or just positive thinking) makes our NEMF (seen as aura
and called Spirit) to spin clockwise and suck NEMF energy from the Space Matrix, which uplifts our Spirit and makes us healthier [5,7].

I measured the NEMF energy of the Spirit when asking people to think about the most unhappy moments of their life. I found that not

only was their energy lower - it was worse balanced because the energy of the genetically inherited weak organ dropped in energy maximum. Therefore, negative thinking (and negative emotions) takes us a step farther to a disease of the genetically inherited weak organ.

It is because negative emotions or just negative thinking makes our NEMF (seen as aura and called Spirit) to spin counterclockwise and
release NEMF energy to the Space Matrix NEMF. This lowers the energy of our Spirit and takes us a step further to a disease of the genetically inherited weak organ. Always remember that each negative thought makes you sicker [5,7].

Conclusion

Since our aura is the protecting shield of our material body from viruses and other invaders and our aura is our emotional Spirit, our

protecting shield strongly dependents on our emotions. In the ongoing Pandemic, if we want to be healthy, we should experience only
positive emotions and allow only positive thoughts because this will keep our Spirit uplifted and strong and our protecting shield against
viruses and other invaders will be strong. In other words, keep feeling happy, if you want to be healthy.

We always knew that we needed to be healthy to be happy. However, considering the fact that we are a material body and emotional

Spirit, which is the protecting shield surrounding our body and this protecting shield is stronger when we experience positive emotions,

it becomes clear that we need to experience positive emotions and think positively to be healthy. In other words, we need to be happy to

be healthy. What will make us happy? The answer is: Loving, Forgiving and Helping Others. But this is exactly what Jesus was teaching:
Love, Forgive and Help Others.

All three: Loving, Forgiving and Helping Others are boosting the energy of our Spirit seen as aura and make us feel uplifted because we

have the good feeling we have done something good. This increases the strength our Spirit-shield against any mutated viruses that will
come. It seem that we are under the gun of the Pandemic - in order to survive this Pandemic with mutating viruses, we need to become

more spiritual - love, forgive and help others. Maybe that is why Anre Moroi, a famous French writer of XX century, said: “The next millennium is going to be Spiritual, or not be at all”.
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